We consider the partition function of beta-gamma systems in curved space of the type discussed by Nekrasov and Witten. We show how the Koszul resolution theorem can be applied to the computation of the partition functions and to characters of these systems and find a prescription to enforce the hypotheses of the theorem at the path integral level.
Introduction
One of the major revolutions during the last years in string theory is certainly the advent of Pure Spinor formalism for Superstrings [1] . This formalism provides an alternative to the RNS and GS formulations and it has survived several checks of consistency. It is based on a set of variables x m , θ α , p α describing the supertarget space (with a free action if the space is flat) and a set of ghost fields w α and λ α which are constrained to leave on a subvariety defined by the so-called Pure Spinor constraints. The need of these constraints comes from nilpotency of the BRST charge Q = dz λ α (p α + . . .). The ghost fields are complex fields, but the action and the constraints are holomorphic and this fact allows us to use the recent analysis of [2] and [3] (see also [4] ) of curved beta-gamma systems and the chiral-de Rham complex.
The ghost fields form a beta-gamma system whose action does not depend on a choice of metric. Nevertheless, they are not free fields because of the constraints. We are interested in computing the partition function of the system (it is always understood that states are weighted with a sign according to their parity, so we are really computing the character, often with additional twisting by other currents as well). There are several techniques available for this computation: the direct counting of the states, the computation of the cohomology, or localization with respect to group actions on the target space.
One of the authors, in collaboration with J.F. Morales, has computed in [5] the the zero-modes and the non-zero modes sector (first level) of the character of pure spinor betagamma systems (for the 10d superstrings and for lower dimensional systems [6] ). For the latter the counting of the states is used to compute the character and this technique is simpler than the brute-force cohomology computations. Unfortunately, even this technique does not permit the full computation of the partition function of the pure spinor betagamma system since one should be able to derive a closed formula for the dimensions of each representations and then sum these contributions with appropriate weight.
In order to overcome these problems, one may try to use the Koszul theorem to resolve the constraint adding new ghost-for-ghosts to the theory [7, 8] . This program was started for the superstrings in papers [9, 10, 11] and it was followed by [12, 13] where an infinite set of new fields has been proposed. At first sight this may appear a satisfactory solution, but a closer analysis quickly reveals a problem, namely that the correct cohomology is recovered only by suitably restricting the functional space of fields (crucially, including the conjugate momenta) with the help of a new quantum number denoted grading. One can easily show that without this restriction the cohomology turns out to be wrong, in fact often it is empty.
In this context it is perhaps useful to note that as long as one does not include the contributions of operators constructed using the conjugate momenta, the partition function has a simple geometric interpretation: at the massless level it is the holomorphic Euler character of the variety defined by the constraints (the equivariant character when there is a twisting by currents generating an action on the target space), and the higher modes
give the equivariant character of the loop space of the same variety. In the latter case, the group action includes an S 1 factor given by the rotations of the loop. However the inclusion of the conjugate momenta spoils the geometric interpretation. This fact has been recognized in [3] and [14] .
This problem does not seem to pertain only to the pure spinor string theory, but it is related to the implementation of the Koszul resolution technique to a quantum system such as a generic beta-gamma system. The case of the pure spinor is a particularly interesting application, but it is a rather complicated case, as pure spinors are defined by a set of constraints which is not irreducible (in other words, the variety is not a complete intersection). We consider in this note some simpler beta-gamma systems where the variety is a hypersurface, so it is defined by a single constraint. This is already sufficient to see the problems we are trying to solve. In particular we consider the example of the conifold.
Even though this is a singular variety, the singularity will not present a problem for our purposes.
We compute the spectrum of some simple beta-gamma systems by constructing the vertex operators (or the corresponding states) compatibly with the contraints. This amounts to listing all possible states modulo the constraints. At the level of zero modes, this can be easily done by using the localization techniques [13] , but it cannot be implemented for the non-zero modes.
We found that by keeping track of the grading number in the partition function, and removing all inverse powers of the new grading number, the resulting partition function yields the correct expression. This prescription can be easily implemented at the level of partition function constructed in terms of free fields. In order to check the formula, we compute the spectrum level-by-level in three different models and we show that the character of these multiplets coincide. In sec. 2, we give the basis and the formula for the character computation. In sec. 3, we analyze three examples. In sec. 4, we add some considerations and outlook.
Action and Constraints

Curved beta-gamma systems
We briefly review some ingredients of the formulation of a beta-gamma system on a manifold M. We assume that the manifold is parametrized by a set coordinates λ
where d is the dimension of the manifold) and we assume for the moment that the manifold is flat. We add a set of fields w i , conjugated to λ i , which are worldsheet one-forms w i = w iµ dx µ and we postulate the free action
in the conformal gauge (we use the complex coordinates z, z for the worldsheet). The betagamma system differs from the more usual sigma-model in that the action is holomorphic and depends only on the field λ i and w i and not on their complex conjugates. Therefore it can be defined on any manifold with a complex structure, without the need for a metric or a Kähler structure. The free OPE is simply given by
The system is a conformal field theory with central charge c = +2d and it has a global symmetry generated by J wλ =: λ i w i : which assigns charge +1 to λ i and −1 to w i . It is convenient to give also the mode expansion of the fields
and the vacuum is chosen by λ i −n |0 = 0, ∀n > 0 and w −n,i |0 = 0, ∀n ≥ 0. We denote bŷ M the Fock space.
The partition function (character) of this system is defined by
where
Here q is the modular parameter and t is the parameter corresponding to the U (1) current J wλ . Z can be readily computed for the free system:
where q = exp(2iπτ ) and t = exp(2iπν). We now pass to a curved target space. In this case, the fields w i , λ i form a non-linear sigma model that can be affected by anomalies, as shown by Witten [2] . We recall the points of his analysis that are needed for the present purposes. The model can be analyzed locally by covering the manifold with a set of charts. In each chart U α there is a free CFT described by the action (2.1)with coordinate and momenta λ iα , w iα . These local theories must be glued together across the different charts to get a globally defined theory. The coordinates λ i have classical transformation laws:
where f αβ are the holomorphic transition functions defined on U α ∩U β . The conjugate momenta are classically (1,0)-forms on the target space and as such they should transform with the jacobian of the transition function matrix:
In general, this transformation rule is not compatible with the requirement that both w iα , λ iα and w iβ , λ iβ are conjugate pairs that satisfy the free OPE (2.2). The reason is that w iβ is defined in terms of w jα , λ jα as a composite operator that requires a regularization, and this has to be done covariantly. One must look for a correction to the transformation law:
The problem of finding a set of B αβ,ij consistently can be recast in a problem ofČech cohomology, and the obstruction is parametrized by H 2 (M, Ω 2 ) (see [2] , [3] ). In fact, it is given by the Pontriagin class p 1 (M). There is also an anomaly proportional to
where Σ is the worldsheet. The examples we will consider are anomaly-free, nevertheless our method will allow us to work always in global coordinates.
Let us now specialize to the case where the manifold M is a hypersurface in V ≈ C N , so it is defined by an algebraic constraint for the fields λ i of the form Φ(λ) = 0. The 
For example, we can consider the constraint
and therefore the gauge symmetry becomes δ Λ w i = Λg ij λ j where g ij is a metric on the target space. For i = 1, . . . , 4 and for the euclidean metric g ij = δ ij , the constraint (2.7) is the conifold which is an hypersurface in C 4 . The action and the constraints are holomorphic and therefore we can apply the analysis on Witten [2] and Nekrasov [3] . Notice that if instead of a single holomorphic constraint we consider a set of them λ i g Σ ij λ j = 0 (where Σ denotes the set of constraints) we reproduce the pure spinor constraints of superstrings [1] .
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The constraint (2.7) reduces the number of independent coordinates λ i , and one should locally choose a parametrization and construct a solution to (2.7) in each patch in terms of independent coordinates and then show that the observables can be extended to all charts and that there are no anomalies [2, 3] , in keeping with the general philosophy. Of course the space has a singularity that will not be covered by any chart. In order to construct the spectrum of the theory, one can then proceed in two ways: i) covariantly, without solving (2.6), but implementing it on the Fock space generated by the modes λ i n and w n,i (see also [5] for a similar counting) and ii) by solving the constraint and working on a single patch.
However, the second way has to be supplemented by a condition to sew the states given on a patch and those on an another one.
If we proceed covariantly, we must take into account the gauge invariance (2.6). It is convenient to define λ i = g ij λ j . 4 There are two types of gauge invariant combinations
The currents J ij generate the SO(N ) rotations. Notice that these two operators are not independent. In fact, at the classical level,
Jλ i = 0. However, at the quantum level this Ward identity is deformed into
The pure spinor constraints of superstrings are given in terms of a Weyl spinor λ α of SO (1, 9) and they read λ α γ m αβ λ β = 0. They are holomorphic since they depend only upon λ α and they are reducible A α γ m αβ λ β (λγ m λ) = 0 for any A α because of the Fierz identities. Lower dimensional pure spinors are studied in [5, 6, 13, 15] . 4 To compute the OPE's in the case of constraints, it is convenient to chose a parametrization. Decomposing λ i = (λ 0 , λ I ) with I = 1, . . . , N − 1, the constraint (2.7) is solved by
Using the gauge symmetry (2.5) we set w 0 = 0. The OPE becomes
where the second term is needed to enforce the constraint and it is necessarily non-covariant. The complete conformal field theory analysis will be given elsewhere.
As a consequence, the stress energy tensor w i ∂λ i (which is gauge invariant on the surface of the constraints Φ(λ) = 0) can be rewritten as [16, 17] T w,λ = w i ∂λ i = − :
where the coefficients are fixed by computing the conformal weights of the fields according to their representation under the transformations generated by J [ij] and under the U (1)
charge. The last term comes from the normal ordering. In the same way, any gauge invariant operator can be expressed in terms of J [ij] and J. This fact, toghether with the observation that there is only the field w i which carries the negative U (1) charge, implies that there is no vertex operator/state with negative charge.
The Koszul-Tate resolution
The Koszul-Tate resolution provides a way to implement the constraint Φ(λ) = 0 through its homology [7] . That is, one has to find a complex with a differential δ such and that would violate the theorem. We discuss this issue presently. First we translate the Koszul-Tate differential into a charge of the conformal field theory, then we analyze its cohomology.
In terms of beta-gamma system, the δ is represented by an anticommuting charge
where b z is the conjugate momentum of c. The new b-c system has conformal charge −2 and is described by the holomorphic free action
The current J for the grading number (in the literature this is also known as the antifield number). Using these definitions, it is easy to show that the action of δ on the fields is There is however another way to remove the unwanted cohomology classes and to recover the correct spectrum. This is done by computing the new character 
with N k the dimension (this number can be negative by taking into account the statistic +|N k | for fermions and −|N k | for bosons) of the multiplet of ghost-for-ghost at level k, R the maximum level and M k is the degree of the constraint at each level k. In the case of infinitely reducible constraints, the formula (2.16) needs a regularization procedure in order to guarantee the convergence of the infinite product over k. At the present stage we cannot verify this assertion.
Notice that in the restricted functional space of fields with positive grading the similarity transformation discussed after eq. (2.13) is no longer performable and this eliminates the paradox.
The examples
The cone
Let us now implement the formula (2.15) for a very simple model. This model has been already discussed in [5] , but, here, we will consider only the pure spinor part without the fermions and the target space coordinates. We let N = 2 and we adopt the euclidean metric on M. In terms of light-cone coordinates, (λ, λ), the constraint becomes
Notice that λ and λ are not complex conjugates, but two independent complex variables.
Even though the solution of the constraint is almost trivial, describing two lines intersecting at the origin, it has already interesting consequences on the computation of the spectrum.
For example, restricting to the sector of zero modes λ 0 and λ 0 , the Hilbert space is spanned by
The character formula for this space is computed very easily and it gives
Let us move to the first massive states. The computation is again very easy since one can take into account that the dependence upon w and w (the conjugate fields of λ and λ) is only through the gauge invariant combinations J = wλ and J = wλ. This means that at level 1 we find the states
and the character is given by
The same result can be obtained by using the formula (2.15) which in the present case becomes
and the computation of Z l=0 (t) and Z l=1 (t) can proceed as illustrated above. Using (3.4) one can compute easily higher contributions to Z l . For instance, one has
which is again in agreement with the computation of the spectrum by listing all the states.
Incidentally, we can use this example to illustrate the fact that the singularity of the space is of small importance for our computations. For instance, we could imagine smoothing the space by taking the deformation λλ = µ. We can of course solve the constraint by λ = µ/λ. Topologically this space is nothing but a cylinder and we can use the coordinate φ = ln λ. At the massless level we have then the tachyon-like operators e inφ , spanning the same space as in (3.2) . At level 1 we have states ∂φe inφ , ωe inφ . The state λ 1 λ 0 corresponds to the current ∂φ. We see then that nothing is gained or lost by resolving the singularity.
The conifold
Let us move to a more interesting example. We assume that N = 4 and the constraint Φ becomes
which is a holomorphic hypersurface in C 4 . This represents the conifold space which is a singular manifold. For the specific value N = 4 the manifold is Calabi-Yau, but our analysis does not require such condition. This is probably due to the specific nature of the sigma model on the conifold, which is not a conventional one.
The computation of character formula based on counting of states can be easily done at level zero by observing that one simply has to count the polynomials λ 
The character formula is obtained by resumming the dimensions weighted with t k , and one gets
In the case N = 4, this formula can be obtained also by localization technique as illustrated in [18] . Using new coordinates
, the constraint reads XY + T Z = 0, and the equation is invariant under a torus action with three different charges q 1 , q 2 , q 3 :
The formula for the character reads
To compare with Z l=0 (t) we set q 1 = t, q 2 = t, q 3 = 1.
To compute higher orders, we can proceed by counting the states as above. This provides an important check on the formula (2.15). The result for the first massive states for N = 4 is The formula (2.15) can provide the complete expression also for generic charges q i , but the formula is not very illuminating and we do not report it here.
The supercone
In the last example, we introduce some fermions. We consider the cone λλ = 0 analyzed before and we add two fermions ψ and ψ. This allows us to consider two situations:
i) we maintain the constraint Φ(λ) as in (3.1) and we weight the fermions with ghost charge +1 (and −1 for their conjugates η and η). ii) we modifying the constraint by adding a fermionic part to it as follows
This constraint can be viewed as a supersymmetric version of the cone (or of the conifold if we add additional variables) [19] and a higher-dimensional analogue of it appears in the recent formulation of N=4 SYM in terms of supertwistors [20] (more precisely, the superambitwistor space is described by a superquadric defined locally by an equation of this form). The correct way to interpret (3.10) is in the context of supervariety, but for the present purposes we do not need any rigorous definition of (3.10). In the first case we distinguish the variables λ, λ entering the constraints from the ψ, ψ by assigning them two different parameters, respectively t and s. At the end, we take the limit s → t in order to count the states with their statistic. The partition function for the first case is given
while in the second case (when we assign the same number to ψ, ψ and to λ, λ), the partition function becomes
In the second case, taking the regular part of the expression and the limit s → t is harmless.
It is interesting to consider the partition functions at the first level. They are respectively
They have a natural interpretation in terms of states. We notice for example that the first two terms of Z The remaning terms of the two partition functions agree. They are the contributions of the states formed only with λ, λ, ψ, ψ and there is one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of states in the two cases. We also notice that in the first case with have negative powers of t since there is no restriction on the powers of η, η and their derivatives. This shows once again that removing the poles in s is not the same as removing the poles in t.
Conclusions and Outlook
We presented here a formula to compute the partition function of a chiral sigma model on a constrained surface. We limit ourselves to a specific form of constraint: irreducible, quadratic and holomorphic. Even with these restrictions, there are interesting models to analyze. One of the main motivations of this analysis is the construction of the partition function using the Koszul theorem to resolve the constraints and to apply the technique to pure spinor string theory. Already for the set of constraints we consider the implementation of the Koszul theorem at the level of partition function is non-trivial. We used these examples to test our formula, since we can compute the spectrum independently with a different method. The next step will be to analyze the case of reducible constraints and to specialize it to the case of pure spinors for string theories. We leave it to future work to prove that our prescription gives the correct result also in the most general situation.
There are also other applications that it would be interesting to analyze, such as constraints of higher degree and/or submanifolds of higher codimension. One feature that has emerged, in particular from the analysis of the supercone, is the following: at the level of zero modes the character formula is only sensitive to the degree of the polynomial defining the constraint, and not to the detailed form of the polynomial. In fact, the Koszul method introduces a single ghost for implementing the constraint, and the ghost only remembers the degree via the charge assignment. This is reminiscent of the dependence of the LandauGinzburg models on the superpotential. However, the details of the polynomial Φ(λ) are seen at the first massive level. Indeed, we have showed that the number of independent gauge invariant operators is related to the precise form of the constraint. It remains to be understood whether this feature is specific to the case of supervarieties.
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